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Ubituary 

Ferenc Rad6,  1 9 2 1 - 1 9 9 0  

WALTER BENZ 

The death of  Ferenc Rad6 came as a shock to his friends and admirers. He was 
expected to be a Wilhelm Blaschke visiting professor in Hamburg in 1991. But he 
died 27 November 1990. Ferenc Rad6 was born on the 21 May 1921 in Timi~oara 
(Romania),  where he got his primary and secondary education in Jewish schools. In 
1939 he succeeded in entering the Engineering School in Bucharest, having written 
the third best admission exam among one thousand candidates. But already in 1940 
he was prohibited to continue his studies. Shortly thereafter, three years of  labour 
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camp followed. Conditions were terrible, nevertheless he created possibilities for 
himself to study mathematics, usually hidden behind heaps of excavated earth. 

In 1944, in the new Romanian regime, he was admitted as a student again and 
he got his high school teacher's diploma at the University of Cluj in 1946. Until 
1949 he taught mathematics in Timi~oar~, first at the Jewish Lyceum, where he 
once was a student, and then, after the nationalization of schools in 1948, at a state 
secondary school. He was also appointed assistant professor at the newly founded 
Pedagogical Institute in Timi~oarfi during one academic year. In 1950 he got a job 
at the Bolyai University in Cluj. In 1959, the two universites in Cluj (with teaching 
languages Romanian and Hungarian, respectively) were united to form the Babe~- 
Bolyai University, where Rad6 was active until his retirement in 1985. In 1,o69 he 
became a full professor of mathematics. 

The primary interest of F. Rad6 was algebraic foundations of geometry. Prior 
to this he worked with Tiberiu Popoviciu and Jfinos Acz+l on nomographic 
representability related to the theory of webs and functional equations (he wrote his 
D.Sc. thesis in 1959 on this subject), then on the embedding conditions of a 
semi-web into a Reidemeister web. He continued with noninjective collineations of 
two Desarguesian projective planes, which led him to ring geometry. When he got 
into contact with me, he became very interested in characterizing isometries of 
metric vector spaces with as weak assumptions as possible. He also obtained 
remarkable results in mathematical programming. 

One of the basic results of F. Rad6 is the following: He characterized, ([35]), 
noninjective collineations of two projective spaces of arbitrary dimension over fields 
by means of valuation morphisms, without using coordinates. 

In a joint paper, [39], by Acz61, Baker, Djokovi6, Kannappan, and Rad6, the 
contribution of Rad6 is the following: Let G, H be groups, S a subsemigroup such 
that G = S • S -  ~ and let f: S ~ H be a morphism. Then f can be uniquely extended 
to a morphism of G into H. 

Recently great efforts have been made to characterize isometrics of different 
metric spaces under weak assumptions (see a forthcoming report "Distance preserv- 
ing transformations" by June Lester). We quote two classic theorems, one by A. D. 
Alexandrov (1950) and the other by F. S. Beckman and D. A. Quarles (1953). The 
first states that a bijection of the Minkowski spacetime M, (n t> 3) onto itself, which 
preserves the Lorentz-Minkowski-distance 0 in both directions, is necessarily a 
Lorentz transformation up to a dilatation. According to the second, for given 
k > 0, any mapping f of R" (n >/2) into itself, such that the distance k is preserved, 
must be a motion (i.e. orthogonal up to a translation). Unlike the Beckman- 
Quarles theorem, that of Alexandrov does not hold in the two-dimensional case, 
but a bijective mapping f:  M2 ~ M2, which leaves invariant a Lorentz-Minkowski- 
distance k ~ 0 in both directions, is a Lorentz transformation, as was proved by W. 
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Benz. F. Rad6 was able to generalize this result from It~ to an arbitrary field K with 
char K ¢ {2, 3}, i.e., he proved a similar result for an Artinean plane (non-singular, 
non-isotropic metric vector plane over K). Then W. Benz generalized further in the 
sense that f can be any mapping of the Artinean plane into itself preserving the 
distance 1 in one direction; this implies that f must be semi-linear (up to a 
translation), provided the field K satisfies one of several assumptions. The following 
important step was made by F. Rad6 in [56] by reducing Benz's assumptions to 

char K ¢ {2, 3} 

and 

K = G F ( 5  m) ( r e > l )  or charK:~5.  

I keep admiring this strong and basic result of my dear friend F. Rad6. I refer here 
also to a paper of H. Schaeffer (1944-1987), Der Satz von Benz-Rad6, Aequa- 
tiones Math. 31 (1986), 300-309, where a unified proof is presented. 

Among other results of F. Rad6 in the field "characterizations of geometrical 
mappings under mild hypotheses" I mention the following ([62]): Let V be a metric 
vector space over the field GF(pm),p >2,  3 ~<dim V='.n < ~ ;  every distance 1 
preserving mapping is semilinear (up to a translation), provided that 

n ~ O , - 1 , - 2  (modp) 

or the discriminant of V satisfies a certain condition. The proof is based on the 
condition for a regular simplex to exist in a Galois space, which is also of 
independent interest. 

Professor Rad6 formulated in 1963 the "branch and bound" method to solve 
the disjunctive programming problem, independently from other authors who gave 
similar algorithms. In his review on Rad6's paper, E. Balas wrote in the Interna- 
tional Abstracts in Operations Research 7, No. 1, 1967: "The basic principle of the 
branch and bound technique devised by Land and Doing for the integer program- 
ming problem and adapted by Little, Murty, Sweeney, and Karel for solving the 
travelling salesman problem, is rediscovered here independently, stated in a more 
general form and used to solve a very important problem: linear programs with 
logical constraints..." 

An extension theorem for Pexider's equation, observed by J. Acz61, has been 
generalized in a joint paper of F. Rad6 and J. A. Baker, then used to generalize 
aggregation theorems for allocation problems by J. Acz61, C. T. Ng and C. Wagner 
(1987). 
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Among the various problems of locating optimally a new service facility with 
respect to the locations of n existing facilities, the Steiner problem arises when one 
tries to minimize the sum of the weighted distances from the new facility to the 
existing ones (if n = 3 and the weights equal 1, it is the 300 year old Fermat 
problem). E. Weiszfeld proposed an iterative algorithm for solving the Steiner 
problem. H. Kuhn and L. M. Ostresh demonstrated that this algorithm always 
solves the problem. W. Miele proposed an extension of the Weiszfeld algorithm to 
the Euclidean multifacility location problem. F. Rad6 has proved, in an arbitrary 
dimensional Euclidean space, for a slightly modified version of Miele's algorithm, 
Kuhn-Ostresh type theorems for convergence and optimality, both under mild 
assumptions (1988). 

Professor Rad6 was among the first editors of the "Journal of Geometry" and 
was an editor of "Aequationes Mathematicae" from 1975 until his death. 
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B. Lec ture  notes, t ex tbooks ,  books  

1 Analitikus mbrtan (Analytic geometry; Hungarian). Lithographed, Cluj, Ed. 1: 1954, Ed. 2: 1958. 
2 (With L. Bal) Lectii de nomografie (Lectures on nomography; Romanian). Ed. Tehnic~, Bucure~ti, 

1956. 
3 (With V. Cseke and E. Kiss) Feladatgyitjtemeny k6zkpiskolai matematikai k6r6k szd~mhra (Exercise 

book for mathematical circles in secondary school; Hungarian). Ed. Tehnic~, Bucure~ti; Vol. 1, 1957; 
Vol. 2, 1959. 

4 (With P. Szil~tgyi) Analitikus mbrtan l~ldathr (Exercise book for analytical geometry; Hungarian). 
Lithographed, Cluj, 1958. 

5 Curs de geometrie (A course in geometry; Romanian). Univ. Babe~-Bolyai, Cluj, 1972. 
6 Lectii de programare liniarh (Lectures in linear programming; Romanian). Univ. Babe~-Bolyai, 

Cluj-Napoca, 1975. 
7 (With G. Galbur~) Geometrie (Geometry; Romanian). Ed. Didactich ~i Pedagogic~, Bucure~ti, 1979. 
8 (With B. Orb~n, V. Groze and A. Vasiu) Culegere de probleme de geometrie (Exercise book for 

geometry; Romanian). Univ. Babe~-Bolyai, 1979. 
9 (With B. Orb~n) A geometria mai szemmel (Geometry under modern viewpoint; Hungarian). Ed. 

Dacia, Cluj-Napoca, 1981. 
10 Sistemul axiomatic al lui Bachmann (Bachmann's axiomatic system; Romanian). Chapter IX of the 

book "The Foundations of Arithmetic and Geometry" by R. Miron and D. Brhnzei. Ed. Academiei 
R.S.R., Bucure~ti, 1983, 218 233. 

11 Matematikai kislexikon (Little Mathematical Encyclopaedia; Hungarian). Joint with Gy. Maurer, B. 
Orb~n, P. Szil/igyi and M. Vincze. Ed. Kriterion, Cluj-Napoca, 1983. 

12 Geometria pentru perfectionarea profesorilor (Geometry to improve the teachers' knowledge; Roma- 
nian) joint with A. C. Albu, V. Obadeanu, I. P. Popescu and D. Smararanda; editors R. Miron and 
D. I. Papuc. Ed. Didactic~ ~i Pedagogich, Bucure~ti, 1983. 

C. Expos i t o ry  papers  

1 A Bolyai Emlbkk6nyv matematikai vonatkoz&sai (The mathematical aspects of the Bolyai remem- 
brance book; Hungarian). Utunk, 10, no. 5, Jan. 29, 1954. 

2 Algebrai ~s geometriai strukturhk kapesolata (Connections between algebraic and geometrical struc- 
tures; Hungarian). Korunk, 1973, pp. 257-271. 

3 Vektorterek (Vector spaces; Hungarian). Mat. Lapok 1977, 370-378. 
4 Geometria absolutd (Absolute geometry; Romanian). Lucrarile Simp. Bolyai Jhnos organizat cu 

prilejul implinirii a 175 de ani de la na~tere. Cluj Napoca, 15.12.1977. Facultatea de Matem., 
Cluj-Napoca, 1979, pp. 99-111. 

5 Citeva momente din istoria geometriei (Some moments from the history of geometry; Romanian). 
Lucr~irile Seminarului de "Didactica Matematicii", 4 Cluj-Napoca, 1988, pp. 213-230. 


